Introduction {#section1-1533033818785285}
============

Brain tumors are commonly treated with surgery, radiation therapy, and/or chemotherapeutic regimens.^[@bibr1-1533033818785285]^ Surgical resection, both as a singular modality and in combination with other treatments, is a fundamental component of the management of numerous brain tumors. Operative techniques and attitudes related to the role of and indications for surgical resection in the treatment of various benign and malignant brain tumors have evolved significantly over the past several decades. However, subtotal tumor resection continues to be problematic and associated with increased risk of patient mortality and morbidity. In addition, with some progressive benign tumors, uncertainty exists with respect to the most appropriate rescue therapy to use in the face of surgical failures.^[@bibr2-1533033818785285],[@bibr3-1533033818785285]^ Thus, there remains an unmet clinical need for new, more effective, and less invasive neurosurgical methods.

Given the current limitations of conventional neurosurgery, minimally invasive ablative techniques such as high-intensity focused ultrasound, laser interstitial ablation therapy, microwave ablation, or radiofrequency ablation that have been investigated for use in brain tumor treatment.^[@bibr4-1533033818785285][@bibr5-1533033818785285][@bibr6-1533033818785285]-[@bibr7-1533033818785285]^ Our laboratory focuses on the development of innovative biophysical approaches to cancer treatment that revolve around the use of pulsed electrical fields. Recently, an allied electric field-based technology, termed tumor-treating fields, showed promise in extending survival in people with recurrent and newly diagnosed glioblastoma when used in combination with temozolomide chemotherapy.^[@bibr8-1533033818785285],[@bibr9-1533033818785285]^

Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is a novel ablation method invented by Davalos and colleagues.^[@bibr10-1533033818785285]^ The technique requires placement of minimally invasive electrodes (0.5-2.0 cm apart) into the tumor to deliver monopolar electric pulses (50-100 μs) with an amplitude ranging from 500 to 3000 V. The applied electric field increases the transmembrane potential of cells initially creating nanoscale pores^[@bibr11-1533033818785285]^ that evolve with pulse duration in terms of both pore density^[@bibr12-1533033818785285]^ and pore radius,^[@bibr13-1533033818785285]^ eventually leading to cell death. The nonthermal mechanism of IRE allows for sparing of essential tissue components such as the extracellular matrix and vasculature.^[@bibr14-1533033818785285][@bibr15-1533033818785285]-[@bibr16-1533033818785285]^ Using spontaneous canine brain tumor and rodent models, it has been demonstrated that IRE can safely ablate malignant gliomas and generate a region of blood--brain barrier (BBB) permeability surrounding the zone of ablation. This peritumoral zone can be exploited to deliver macromolecular drugs to target the infiltrative microscopic tumor burden.^[@bibr15-1533033818785285][@bibr16-1533033818785285][@bibr17-1533033818785285]-[@bibr18-1533033818785285]^

Clinically, IRE pulse delivery requires anesthetic protocols that include neuroparalytic agents to avoid pulse-induced muscle contractions.^[@bibr17-1533033818785285][@bibr18-1533033818785285]-[@bibr19-1533033818785285]^ This can preclude usage of IRE in "awake" neurosurgical interventions or in severely debilitated patients. Tissue modeling studies indicate that the electric field distribution during IRE may be distorted by heterogeneities in tissue electrical properties such as dense connective tissue or tissue-specific anisotropy.^[@bibr20-1533033818785285],[@bibr21-1533033818785285]^ To overcome these limitations, our group invented a new IRE technology, termed high-frequency IRE (HFIRE), which substitutes the relatively long (50-100 μs) IRE pulses with bursts of short (∼0.5-2 μs) bipolar pulses ([Figure 1](#fig1-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr21-1533033818785285]^ We have previously shown that HFIRE pulses enable cell-specific ablation in heterogeneous *in vitro* models of brain cancer, ablate rodent brain tissue *in vivo* without causing muscular contractions, and induce BBB opening in a penumbra of tissue around the ablation zone.^[@bibr21-1533033818785285][@bibr22-1533033818785285][@bibr23-1533033818785285]-[@bibr24-1533033818785285]^

![Typical high-frequency irreversible electroporation (HFIRE) waveform cycles consist of a series of 0.5 to 2 μs pulses of alternating polarity separated by 0.5 to 5 μs of no energy delivery. Cycles are repeatedly delivered (10-100 cycles) to form bursts which are delivered at a ∼1 Hz frequency. Amplitude of voltage delivery ranges from 0.25 to 5.0 kV.](10.1177_1533033818785285-fig1){#fig1-1533033818785285}

We hypothesized that HFIRE pulse parameters derived from patient-specific computational therapeutic plans could be delivered to dogs with spontaneous brain tumors safely and without inducing muscular contractions and that these pulses would result in tumor ablation. We evaluated these objectives in a cohort of 3 dogs with intracranial meningiomas using a treat and resect paradigm.

Materials and Methods {#section2-1533033818785285}
=====================

This was a prospective, single-center, pilot study designed according to Idea, Development, Exploration, Assessment, Long-Term Study (IDEAL) stages 1/2a of surgical innovation to evaluate the feasibility of ablating brain tumors with HFIRE.^[@bibr25-1533033818785285]^ Client-owned dogs with naturally occurring intracranial meningiomas were recruited through the treatment center's referral network and by registry of the trial on a publicly accessible, national veterinary clinical trials database.^[@bibr26-1533033818785285]^ To be eligible for the trial, dogs had to have clinical signs of brain disease, a diagnostic brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan demonstrating a solitary mass lesion \>1 cm in diameter with imaging characteristics compatible with a meningioma, Karnofsky Performance Score (KPS) ≥60, and be free of significant concurrent cardiopulmonary, renal, and hepatic disease or other malignancies. When applicable, dogs with structural epilepsy had to have seizures that were controlled on anticonvulsant medications.^[@bibr16-1533033818785285]^ Exclusion criteria included any type of prior brain radiotherapy or treatment with a cytotoxic chemotherapy drug within 6 weeks of trial enrollment. Cases were enrolled passively following an investigator panel review of clinical data from each candidate, and a single neurosurgeon performed all treatments. Dog owners provided written-informed consent to enroll their dogs into the study. All study procedures complied with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol \#16-017).

Pulses were delivered through a custom-built HFIRE-waveform generator (VoltMed Inc, Blacksburg, Virginia) coupled with 2 or more blunt-tip electrodes (Ø = 1.2 mm; 200-104 302; Angiodynamics, Inc, Queensbury, New York). The electrodes have an overall length of 15 cm and were connected to the pulse generator via 1.8 m insulated cables. The active exposure length of the electrode tips can be adjusted in 5 mm increments over a range of 40 mm.

The procedural workflow is summarized in [Figure 2](#fig2-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}. On the day of admission (day 1), dogs underwent pretreatment KPS scoring, and complete physical, neurological, and laboratory examinations. They were anesthetized using a complete intravenous protocol consisting of premedication with methadone and midazolam, induction with propofol, and maintenance with propofol and remifentanil constant rate infusions. Anesthetized dogs were instrumented in an MRI-compatible, small animal stereotactic headframe (Dynatech; Dynatech Machining, Union City, California). Magnetic resonance imaging images of the brain were obtained for therapeutic planning (see Supplemental Methods---MRI Protocol) as reported previously.^[@bibr16-1533033818785285],[@bibr27-1533033818785285]^ Parasagittal meningiomas were classified using the Sindou schema after acquisition of MRI venograms.^[@bibr28-1533033818785285]^ After stereotactic images were obtained, dogs were recovered from anesthesia.

![Workflow for high-frequency irreversible electroporation (HFIRE) for canine meningioma treatment.](10.1177_1533033818785285-fig2){#fig2-1533033818785285}

Patient-specific HFIRE treatment plans were developed using MRI-based tissue segmentation, volumetric meshing, and finite element modeling ([Figure 3](#fig3-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}) according to previously described methods (see Supplemental Methods---HFIRE Treatment Planning).^[@bibr16-1533033818785285],[@bibr29-1533033818785285]^ The therapeutic planning procedure was customizable and generated 3-dimensional patient- and tumor-specific outputs ([Figures 3E-H](#fig3-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}). These outputs depicted the expected electric field distribution and Joule heating, given the electrode approach and configuration for each electrode pair being used in the treatment.

![High-frequency irreversible electroporation (HFIRE) therapeutic planning for Sindou Type VI parasagittal meningioma, dog 2. Pretreatment sagittal (A) and transverse (B) postcontrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) appearance of the tumor. C, MRI venogram demonstrating abrupt filling defect (arrow) in the dorsal sagittal sinus due to tumor infiltration. D, Three-dimensional MRI rendering of brain (red) and tumor (green) that is imported into finite element analysis software for segmentation and treatment planning. E, Segmented brain (purple) and tumor (gray) demonstrating trajectories of 6 separate electrode insertions for the 10 individual ablative treatments (T) planned for dog 2. Treatments T1, T3, T5, and T7 were performed first and then the respective electrode pairs withdrawn 5 to 6 mm along the same trajectories to execute ablations T2, T4, T6, and T8. F, Frontal view of electric field distribution for treatments T1, T3, T5, and T7. G, Representative joule heating for treatment T1, with volumetric tissue temperature exposure as a function of treatment time (H).](10.1177_1533033818785285-fig3){#fig3-1533033818785285}

On day 2, dogs were placed under general anesthesia, instrumented in the stereotactic headframe, and aseptically prepared for surgery. To monitor for muscle contractions, a 3-axis accelerometer breakout board (ADXL335; Adafruit Industries, New York, New York) with a sensing range of ±3 g was sutured to the skin of each dog in the dorsal cervical region at the level of the second cervical vertebra ([Figure 4](#fig4-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}). In the operating theater, each dog underwent a craniectomy approach of sufficient size to expose the tumor for HFIRE treatment and subsequent tumor resection. Following completion of the tumor exposure, biopsies of the tumor were obtained using 16-gauge Sedan side cutting needles. The trajectories chosen for biopsy were identical to those used for electrode placement. The HFIRE treatments were then delivered stereotactically according to pretreatment plans by mounting and advancing the electrodes to the target region using micromanipulator arms of the headframe ([Figure 4](#fig4-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}). The biopsy/electrode entry locations on the surface of the tumor for each ablation were marked with surgical inks (MarginMarker; Vector Surgical, Waukesha, Wisconsin) to facilitate morphological evaluations of ablations. Pulse delivery was synchronized with the electrocardiogram (Ivy Cardiac Trigger Monitor 3000, Branford, Connecticut), and tissue resistance was monitored during pulse delivery. The electrodes were removed from the brain, and 1 hour was allowed to elapse to allow for evolution of the ablations. Next, each patient underwent tumor resection using standard techniques ([Figure 4](#fig4-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}). When the time necessary to complete all ablations and resect the tumors was accounted for, this approach allowed for tumors to be left *in situ* for 2 to 4 hours following pulse delivery. Following resection, surgical wounds were closed routinely, and then immediate posttreatment brain MRI examinations performed. All dogs received perioperative antibiotics (cefazolin, 22 mg/kg, (intravenous)IV, q 8 hours) and buprenorphine (0.02 mg/kg, IV or SC, q 6-8 hours) for at least 24 hours following recovery from the HFIRE treatment. Following anesthetic recovery on day 2, and on each subsequent day of hospitalization until discharge, each dog underwent posttreatment KPS scoring; complete physical, neurological, and laboratory examinations; and adverse event (AE) monitoring. The study ended after each dog completed a 14-day posttreatment recheck clinical examination, KPS score, and AE assessment.

![Intraoperative high-frequency irreversible electroporation (HFIRE) treatment of meningioma in dog 2. A, Stereotactic electrode placement *in situ* for treatment T1. B, No displacement of the accelerometer is recorded during treatment T1. C, Plot of tumor resistance changes during treatments T1 to T4, indicating occurrence of electroporation. D, Resected tumor for morphologic ablation analysis.](10.1177_1533033818785285-fig4){#fig4-1533033818785285}

The primary end point was to evaluate the clinical feasibility of HFIRE for the treatment of brain tumors. For the purpose of this study, clinical feasibility was defined as the successful delivery of HFIRE pulses to the brains of canine patients without inducing severe toxicity within 14 days of the procedure. Severe toxicity was clinically defined by a ≥20-point decline in the KPS from pretreatment values or development of grades 3, 4, or 5 AE, as classified according to the National Cancer Institute's Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program's Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events, as reported previously.^[@bibr16-1533033818785285]^

Secondary end points included direct neurotoxicity evaluations determined from posttreatment imaging studies and morphologic evaluation of tumor ablations. Following resection, each tumor was immersion fixed *en bloc* in 10% neutral-buffered formalin for 48 hours. After fixation, the tumor was mounted in matrix slicer (Zivic Instruments, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania), photographed, and then serially sectioned in the transverse plane at 2-mm intervals. Tumor specimens were oriented such that sectioning occurred parallel to the long axis of biopsy and electrode insertion tracts. Sections were stained routinely with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E; Sakura Finetek, Torrance, California). Light microscopy was used to type and grade tumors according to World Health Organization criteria and to perform qualitative morphometric analyses. Ablation volumes were obtained using commercial image analysis software with a Cavalieri estimator (Stereo Investigator, MBF Biosciences, Williston, Vermont).

Results {#section3-1533033818785285}
=======

Three dogs with intracranial meningiomas ([Table 1](#table1-1533033818785285){ref-type="table"}) enrolled in and completed the study between March and July 2016. The pulse parameters delivered to each patient and resulting ablation volumes can be found in [Table 2](#table2-1533033818785285){ref-type="table"}. No evidence of muscle or nerve excitation or cardiac arrhythmia during any pulse delivery was observed in any dog. Additionally, no displacement was detected by the accelerometers for any of the delivered pulses ([Figure 4B](#fig4-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}) nor were any significant posttreatment laboratory abnormalities attributable to HFIRE detected in any dog.

###### 

Canine Intracranial Meningioma Patient Clinicopathological Data.

![](10.1177_1533033818785285-table1)

  Dog Number   Signalment                           Body Weight, kg   Clinical Signs                    Tumor Location, Type, and WHO Grade      Tumor Volume, cm^3^   Pretreatment KPS Score   Prior Therapy
  ------------ ------------------------------------ ----------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------
  1            Mixed breed, MC, 6 years             6.5               Seizures                          Cerebral convexity, Atypical, Grade II   2.28                  90                       Surgery; Prednisone; Phenobarbital; Bromide; Levetiracetam
  2            Siberian Husky, MC, 7 years          31                Seizures, Circling, Hemiparesis   Parasagittal, Sindou Type VI, Grade I    8.26                  70                       Prednisone; Phenobarbital; Levetiracetam
  3            Staffordshire Terrier, F, 11 years   27                Seizures, SE                      Parasagittal, Sindou Type IV, Grade I    1.86                  90                       Prednisone; Phenobarbital

Abbreviations: F, female; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Score; MC, male, castrated; SE, status epilepticus; WHO, World Health Organization.

###### 

HFIRE Treatment Parameters and Quantitative Outputs.

![](10.1177_1533033818785285-table2)

  Dog Number   Treatment Parameters   Quantitative Outputs                                                        
  ------------ ---------------------- ---------------------- ------- -------- -------- --------- --------- ------ ---------
  1            1                      1000                   5       2-5-2    4 × 25   0.39      1029.82   4.92   0.43
  2            1000                   5                      2-5-2   4 × 25   0.49     1028.15   4.83      0.46   
  2            1                      1000                   5       2-5-2    4 × 25   0.64      1046.66   1.73   NP
  2            1000                   5                      2-5-2   4 × 25   0.64     1028.95   2.09      NP     
  3            1000                   5                      2-5-2   4 × 25   0.62     1044.48   1.73      NP     
  4            1000                   5                      2-5-2   4 × 25   0.62     1033.48   1.99      NP     
  5            1000                   5                      2-5-2   4 × 25   0.61     1029.68   2.94      NP     
  6            1000                   5                      2-5-2   4 × 25   0.61     1036.58   3.21      NP     
  7            1000                   5                      2-5-2   4 × 25   0.67     1023.17   2.44      NP     
  8            1000                   5                      2-5-2   4 × 25   0.67     1052.79   2.99      NP     
  9            1414                   7.07                   2-5-2   4 × 25   1.21     1431.72   5.12      1.29   
  10           1414                   7.07                   2-5-2   4 × 25   1.29     1444.82   2.75      1.21   
  3            1                      750                    5       2-5-2    4 × 25   0.20      779.08    1.24   0.25^b^

Abbreviations: HFIRE, high-frequency irreversible electroporation; NP, not performed.

^a^ All patients received 2 µs HFIRE pulses (cycle = 2 µs +ON, 5 µs no energy, 2 µs---ON) with a total ON time of 100 µs per burst (see [Figure 1](#fig1-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}, Supplemental Digital Content 1). Time of energy delivery for all ablations was ≤3 minutes. Planned ablation volume estimated by volume of tissue exposed to 500 V/cm or higher.

^b^ Nonhomogeneous ablation achieved.

No intra- or postoperative AE were observed in dogs 1 and 3, and these dogs were discharged from the hospital with static clinical examinations 24 hours after the HFIRE procedure ([Table 3](#table3-1533033818785285){ref-type="table"}; Supplemental Material---Patient Videos). Intraoperatively, dog 2 experienced intracranial hemorrhage and subsequent hypotension following disruption of a collateral vein during tumor resection. Hemorrhage was controlled with topical hemostatic agents, temporary venous hemoclipping, and blood patches. Postoperatively, dog 2 developed a depressed level of consciousness, an exacerbation of preexisting hemiparesis, and 10-point postoperative decline in KPS score from baseline. Due to intraoperative AE, immediate postoperative imaging was not performed in dog 2. The hypotension resolved upon anesthetic recovery. Dog 2 was discharged from the hospital 7 days after the HFIRE procedure, and its neurological status returned to pretreatment value by the day-14 recheck ([Table 3](#table3-1533033818785285){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

HFIRE Clinical End Point Summary.

![](10.1177_1533033818785285-table3)

  Dog                       Day 1 KPS   Day 2 KPS                          Day 3 KPS   Day 14 KPS   Adverse Events (AE)       Posttreatment Imaging   Post-HFIRE Survival,=days                                                 
  ------------------------- ----------- ---------------------------------- ----------- ------------ ------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------ ----------- ------------------------------ -------------
  1                         90          90                                 90          90           None                      NA                      NA                             NA          Gross total resection, No AE   Alive \>445
  2                         70          60                                 60          70           Procedural complication   2                       Intraoperative venous injury   Unrelated   Not performed                  \>188
  Procedural complication   3           Intraoperative hemorrhage          Unrelated                                                                                                                                            
  Blood                     1           Anemia                             Unrelated                                                                                                                                            
  Vascular                  3           Hypotension                        Unrelated                                                                                                                                            
  Nervous                   2           Depressed level of consciousness   Unlikely                                                                                                                                             
  Nervous, other            2           Hemiparesis                        Unlikely                                                                                                                                             
  3                         90          90                                 90          90           None                      NA                      NA                             NA          Gross total resection, No AE   76

Abbreviations: HFIRE, high-frequency irreversible electroporation; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Score; NA, not applicable.

No imaging evidence of direct neurotoxicity or collateral damage to brain tissues outside HFIRE treatment zones was observed in dogs 1 and 3 on immediate posttreatment MRI examinations or in dogs 1 and 2 within 6 months of treatment ([Figure 5](#fig5-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}). In dogs 1 and 2, ablations completely disrupted the cytoarchitecture of the tumors ([Figure 6A-D](#fig6-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in homogeneous regions of tumor necrosis clearly delineated from adjacent untreated areas. In dog 3 ([Figure 6E and F](#fig6-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}), ablations resulted in nonuniform treatment regions characterized by patchy necrosis and, in areas surrounding psammoma bodies, a marked neutrophilic and lymphocytic infiltrate surrounding islands of edematous but viable tumor cells.

![Pre- and post-high-frequency irreversible electroporation (HFIRE) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of dogs 1 (A-C) and 2 (D and E). Pretreatment dorsal planar MRI demonstrating recurrent meningioma (A) in occipital lobe in dog 1. Immediate post-HFIRE treatment (B), MRI with peripheral contrast enhancement of the rostral aspect of the resection cavity (asterisk). Six-month posttreatment (C) MRI with remodeling of treated region and no evidence of tumor. Pretreatment transverse MRI (D) demonstrating bilateral parasagittal meningioma in the frontal lobe, dog 2. E, Transverse MRI demonstrating suspected tumor focus along the superficial meninges and falx cerebri in the frontal lobe 5 months post-HFIRE treatment. L indicates patient's left in all panels, and all panels are postcontrast T1W images.](10.1177_1533033818785285-fig5){#fig5-1533033818785285}

![Histopathological appearances of high-frequency irreversible electroporation (HFIRE)-treated canine meningiomas. In dogs 1 (A and B) and 2 (C and D), comparison of pretreatment tumor biopsies (top panels) to posttreatment samples (bottom panels) reveals uniform HFIRE-induced tumor necrosis (B and D), with a sharp line of demarcation apparent between ablated and nontreated regions (B; inset). E, Pretreatment biopsy of psammomatous meningioma in dog 3 (C). Following HFIRE pulse delivery (F), foci of viable tumor cells remain surrounding psammoma bodies, and there is a marked neutrophilic and lymphocytic intratumoral infiltrates. Pre- and posttreatment images from all dogs obtained along identical biopsy/electrode insertion tracts. All panels stained with hematoxylin and eosin.](10.1177_1533033818785285-fig6){#fig6-1533033818785285}

Dogs were followed off protocol for 6 months or until death ([Table 3](#table3-1533033818785285){ref-type="table"}). No dog received other treatment in the 6 months following HFIRE ablation. Dog 1 was alive, seizure free, and had no evidence of tumor 6 months after HFIRE treatment ([Figure 5C](#fig5-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}). Dog 2 was alive 6 months post-HFIRE treatment but required escalation of anticonvulsant drug therapy for persistent posttreatment seizure activity and had suspected residual or recurrent tumor identified on MRI examination performed 5 months after treatment ([Figure 5D and E](#fig5-1533033818785285){ref-type="fig"}). Dog 3 died 76 days after treatment due to complications arising from recurrent status epilepticus.

Discussion {#section4-1533033818785285}
==========

In this study, we introduce HFIRE as a novel ablative technique for the treatment of brain tumors. We have previously shown that IRE is capable of safely ablating defined focal areas of normal canine and rodent brains as well as spontaneous glioma.^[@bibr15-1533033818785285][@bibr16-1533033818785285][@bibr17-1533033818785285]-[@bibr18-1533033818785285]^ Given the varying electrical properties that exist between different tissue types as well as the inherent biophysical differences between IRE and HFIRE pulses, we believed this early-stage investigation was required to comply with IDEAL recommendations as a first step for the organ- and indication-specific evaluation of HFIRE.^[@bibr15-1533033818785285][@bibr16-1533033818785285][@bibr17-1533033818785285]-[@bibr18-1533033818785285],[@bibr21-1533033818785285][@bibr22-1533033818785285]-[@bibr23-1533033818785285]^ Our results indicate that delivery of HFIRE pulses to brain tumors is feasible using standard equipment and techniques available in contemporary neurosurgical practice. We have also demonstrated that in dogs with naturally occurring meningiomas, which are a faithful model of human disease, the HFIRE pulse parameters employed were administered without inducing muscle contractions and were capable of producing clinically relevant volumes of tumor ablation.^[@bibr30-1533033818785285]^ Although the treat and resect study design used precluded a specific evaluation of the safety of HFIRE, treatments were administered to this small cohort of dogs with acceptable clinical morbidity.

Treatment planning is fundamental to safe and effective pulse delivery as well as the continued neurosurgical evolution of HFIRE and IRE. However, the complexity of the therapeutic planning procedure remains an obstacle to widespread clinical implementation of HFIRE and IRE for brain cancer treatments.^[@bibr17-1533033818785285]^ A comprehensive solution that combines all of the necessary components of the HFIRE workflow in a user-friendly platform that can be incorporated into contemporary neurosurgical theaters is currently being developed and validated in canine patients with brain tumors. The software allows for anatomically accurate tissue-specific segmentation, determination of tumor dimensions, and formulation of virtual electrode insertion approaches that can be used in surgery.^[@bibr31-1533033818785285]^ These volumetric representations are then used to computationally simulate the electric field distribution surrounding the active electrodes during pulse delivery to determine tumor coverage and cell kill probabilities and to avoid thermal damage.^[@bibr32-1533033818785285]^ An additional, previously recognized limitation regarding the feasibility of HFIRE or IRE includes the difficulty in intraoperative confirmation of tumor ablation in some organs, such as the pancreas, or in deep-seated tumors. In these cases, it may not be possible to visualize changes in tumors or the visible tumor may fail to demonstrably change in appearance following treatment. Distinctive alterations in the gross appearance of the tumors were not observed in this study following pulse delivery, despite histopathologic evidence of successful tumor ablation. However, we demonstrated that the evaluation of successful electroporation can be achieved in real time by monitoring of changes in tumor resistance during treatment, a technique whose clinical utility has also been shown in pancreatic carcinoma.^[@bibr33-1533033818785285]^

Although a limitation of this study is the small sample size, patient-specific HFIRE treatments were delivered successfully to all dogs, with no adverse effects directly attributable to the HFIRE procedure observed. This pilot study contributes to the growing body of evidence demonstrating the potential utility of IRE in a variety of organs including the brain, liver, pancreas, kidney, and prostate.^[@bibr15-1533033818785285][@bibr16-1533033818785285][@bibr17-1533033818785285]-[@bibr18-1533033818785285],[@bibr34-1533033818785285][@bibr35-1533033818785285][@bibr36-1533033818785285][@bibr37-1533033818785285]-[@bibr38-1533033818785285]^ Transient intra- and postoperative AEs were observed in dog 2, which had a Sindou type VI meningioma. These AEs were attributed to disruption of a collateral vein during tumor resection rather than the HFIRE treatment. The ideal approach to the surgical management of invasive parasagittal meningiomas is debatable. Risk to venous structures is a recognized complication, and venous disruption can be associated with postoperative neurological deterioration as occurred in dog 2.^[@bibr39-1533033818785285]^ As HFIRE pulses were delivered in immediate proximity to collateral and bridging veins without thrombotic complications, the vascular disruption observed during resection also illustrates the potential vascular sparing advantages of HFIRE. Notably, unlike other thermal ablation methods, HFIRE/IRE is unaffected by the heat-sink effect, which can result in incomplete tumor ablation near large vessels as a result of heat loss due to blood flow.^[@bibr40-1533033818785285]^

Morphological evaluations of resected tumors revealed that HFIRE induced rapid tumor necrosis, well-delineated ablation zones, and treated volumes that approximated the planned volumes. The pathological effects of HFIRE in meningiomas are similar to what have been observed in other HFIRE/IRE studies, including normal and neoplastic brain tissues.^[@bibr15-1533033818785285][@bibr16-1533033818785285][@bibr17-1533033818785285]-[@bibr18-1533033818785285],[@bibr40-1533033818785285]^ Although HFIRE produced homogeneous ablations in 2 of 3 dogs, our results in dog 3 reaffirm that while HFIRE performed well around some tissue heterogeneities, intratumoral mineralization may distort the electrical field distribution and preclude complete ablation.^[@bibr20-1533033818785285],[@bibr24-1533033818785285],[@bibr41-1533033818785285]^ To account for regional tissue heterogeneities or anisotropy, the use of multiple electrode configurations or shorter HFIRE pulse durations could be considered to facilitate complete ablation.^[@bibr42-1533033818785285]^ As this study was intentionally limited by peracute tumor resection following HFIRE treatment, the long-term effects of the inflammatory response observed in the incompletely ablated tumor of dog 3 are unknown. Immediate tumor resection was performed in this study for ethical reasons, and the pathology results provide evidence that observed HFIRE-induced tumor ablations are not completely dependent on the induction of acute inflammation, nor were they a product of chronic tissue remodeling.

The brain presents some challenges to the clinical application of ablative technologies for the treatment of cancer, as it is often not feasible or desirable to extend lethal energy delivery to a wide margin of normal tissue surrounding tumors to maximize local disease control. However, HFIRE offers advantages that may be beneficial for extending the margins when treating brain tumors. *In vitro* investigations have suggested that the enlarged nuclear-to-cytoplasm ratio characteristic of many cancerous cells, including malignant glioma and glioma stem cells, results in a significant enhancement in their susceptibility to destruction by HFIRE pulses.^[@bibr22-1533033818785285]^ In engineered coculture tumor models containing glioma cells and normal glia, the lethal energy threshold required for HFIRE ablation of the malignant cells is significantly less than that required for normal astrocytes.^[@bibr22-1533033818785285]^ Although further mechanistic studies are required to characterize and further demonstrate the *in vivo* selectivity of HFIRE against malignant cells, this biophysical tumor-targeting effect has the potential to allow for enhancing the margins of effectively treated tissue.

Conclusion {#section5-1533033818785285}
==========

This study provides the first evidence of organ- and indication-specific feasibility of HFIRE in the brain for tumor ablation. Delivery of HFIRE pulses derived from patient-specific therapeutic plans resulted in the rapid ablation of intracranial meningiomas without causing muscular contraction or other AEs. The results provide the technical and descriptive foundations for larger and future investigations into the efficacy of HFIRE for the treatment of brain tumors, and possibly other focal neurological disorders that may benefit from nonthermal ablation.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### Supplemental Methods---MRI Protocol

###### Supplemental Material---Patient Videos
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